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A formula for determining the Hopf direction of bifurcation for periodic 
solutions of the delay equation x’(t) = g(x(t), x(t - r), cz) is obtained by apply- 
ing the integral-averaging method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of periodic solutions on functional differential equations and 
their qualitative behavior such as amplitude, period and stability, is a topic of 
wide interest in applications. In this paper we shall be concerned with the 
retarded differential equation 
where g is a smooth real function defined in R2 and g(0, 0, o) = 0, the origin 
being an isolated equilibrium point and 01 a real parameter. 
One of the simplest ways in which periodic solutions can arise is when the 
origin changes from being stable to unstable as the parameter crosses a critical 
value 0~s. This phenomena is referred to as Hopf bifurcation. The identification 
of Hopf bifurcation values and the direction of bifurcation, that is, whether the 
periodic solution arises before or after crossing a critical value, is a major task in 
applications. 
Our approach for applying the Hopf bifurcation technique to Eq. (1.1) will 
be through the averaging method as developed by Chow and Mallet-Paret [1] 
(see also [4, 51). The results obtained in this work (Lemmas 2-4) will allow 
discussion of the relevance of linear and nonlinear terms on the bifurcating 
solutions. This is illustrated with the equation 
k(i) = bx(t - Y) $ x(t - Y)g(x(t)), 
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2. THE LINEAR AND THE PERTURBED EQUATION 
For Y > 0 a given real number, we let C = C([-Y, 01, R) (resp. C’” := C([O, Y], 
R)) be the space of continuous real functions defined on the interval [-Y, 0] 
(resp. [0, Y]) with the supremum norm. We consider the retarded differential 
equation 
i(t) == g@(t), x(t - Y)) (2.1) 
with initial values x(t) = C(t), -Y < t < 0, 4 E C. The function g: R2 + R is 
assumed to be continuously differentiable of any order, with the condition 
g(0, 0) = 0. For any solution x(t) we let xt E C be defined as ~~(0) = x(t -/- 8), 
-Y < 0 < 0. The notation of Hale [3] is followed. 
Equation (2.1) can be written 
where 
k.(x) =&,) + f+t), (2.2) 
and 
is a smooth real function beginning with at least quadratic terms, that is, H(0) = 
H’(0) = 0. 
The linear equation 
+x!(t) = L(x,) = ax(t) + bx(t - Y) (2.3) 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup T(s) of bounded linear operators in 
the space C. This semigroup is defined as T(t)+ = A$$), t > 0; where ~~(4) 
denotes the state evolution in C of a solution x(t) having initial value 4 at t = 0. 
By Laplace transform techniques, it can be easily shown that 
where 
= $(t + 4, --r<t+e<o, 
64 4) = w) 4~0) + b Jo 44~ + 4 409 de; *EC*, .$EC (2.4) 
-r 
d(y) = y - a - be-y~ (2.5) 
and and SC denotes the contour integral of the Laplace inverse transform. The 
infinitesinal generator A of the semigroup 7’(t) is given by 
A$ = d$/dO (2.6) 
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with domain 
D, = {l#J E Cl: Q(0) = L(4)}. 
The spectrum of A is determined by exponential solutions of a(t) =L(x,). 
More precisely, x(t) = t ‘e A vt, K > 0 an integer, is a solution of (2.3) if and only if y 
is a zero of the function d(y) given by (2.5), that is, 
y = a + be-y’ (2.7) 
and 0 < K ,< m - 1, m the multiplicity of the eigenvalue. 
Let X,,(e) be the jump function 
X0(4 = 1, e=o 
= 0, --r<e<o 
and let U(t) be the solution of (2.3) having initial value (2.8). If we set T(t) X0 = 
U, , U,(B) = U(t + e), then it follows that the state solution xt of (2.2) with 
initial value at t = 0 is given by 
Xt = T(t)4 + It T(t - s) X,H(x,) ds, 
0 
(2.9) 
where (2.9) is to be interpreted as an equality for each 6’ E [-I, 01. When this 
integral relation is formally differentiated with respect to t, we obtain the expres- 
sion 
$ xt = Ax, t X,H(x,). (2.10) 
By extending the definition of the infinitesimal generator A, Chow and Mallet- 
Paret have shown that expression (2.10) makes perfect sense as an evolution 
equation provided we define 
&4+ 4 -t xo(L(+) - n(O)) (2.11) 
for every 4 E Cl([--r, 01, R) and we let A take values on the space BC = 
C @ (X0) of all uniformly continuous functions on [--I, 0) with at most one 
jump discontinuity at 0 = 0. 
Hale Decomposition 
It is known that the set of roots of (2.7) is discrete and that it has real part 
uniformly bounded above. Moreover, the roots are continuously differentiable 
with respect to parameters a, b, and r. Let us assume that (2.7) has a unique simple 
pair of pure imaginary roots yI = iw, y2 = rI , w > 0; and let P be the linear 
subspace in BC generated by the eigenfunrtions Cos w0 and Sin we. We have 
P -- {4 E C: + = @u, u E R2}, 
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Q(H) = Q(O) eBa : [cos ~0 sin COO] 
BI[“, ‘;;I. 
Solutions of (2.3) with initial values in P are of the form x1 
Bu(t). This implies 
A@ = d@jde = OB. 
It has been established by Hale [3] that for the matrix 
Y(s) = ecBsY(0), O<S<Y 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
we have (Y, @) = [(& , &)I is nonsingular, where (& , $j) is defined by 
(2.5). The matrix Y plays the same role for the adjoint equation 
2(t) = -az(t) - bz(t + Y) 
as Cp does for Eq. (2.3). If we let Y = (Y*, @)-I Y*, then (Y, @) = I the 
2 x 2 identity matrix. The following result is obtained after computations. 
LEMMA 1. For the equation k(t) = ax(t) + bx(t - Y), let P the space defined 
by (2.12). Then the matrix adjoint basis Y(s) is giwen by 
A cos ws 
y(s) = 2p L cos ws 
B sin ws 
I D sin ws ’ 
(2.14) 
where 
A = D = (1 - a~), B=-IZ’=-~~ 
I” = (1 - ay,‘2 + UP72 ’ 
The space BC can be now decomposed as BC = P @Q, where the projections 
4’ and $0 of any 4 in BC onto P and Q are given by 
4’ = @i(Y,$> 
$0 =+ -lfJ’. 
We let A, denote A restricted to Q. Thus, for each t we may decompose xt as 
Xt = xt* + XtQ 
= @,(Y xt> + XtQ 
= @u(t) + yt 7 
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where u(t) lies in R2 and yt takes values in Q and does not necessarily satisfy y,(B) = 
y(t + 0). With this decomposition, (2.10) becomes 
ti = Bu(t) + Y(0) H@(t) f y*) 
&Yr = A,Yt f 4lowwq + 3%). 
(2.15) 
Root Analysis 
Let Y 3 0 be a given rela number and consider the characteristic equation 
y = a + be-y’; a, b E R. (2.16) 
We say that a curve %? in the ab-plane is a center curve or a Hopf bzfurcation curve 
for Eq. (2.3) if for any point (a, b) lying in V the above equation has a simple 
pair of pure imaginary roots yr = iw, y2 = yr , w > 0. The results obtained by 
Cockburn [2] allow the following description. 
THEOREM. The set of center curves is a denumerable family Ce, of smooth curves 
which are nonintersecting, unbounded and hyperbolic alike. The curves %?2k have an 
absolute maximum at a = l/r and they intersect the b-axis at -(4k + 1) 42~. 
Between G92k and %72k+1 Eq. (2.16) has exactly 2(k + 1) roots with positive real 
part and none with zero real part. The curves %‘22k+l have an absolute minimum at 
a = I/r and they intersect the b-axis at (4k + I) n/2r. Between ‘62,,, and V2k+3 
there are exactly 2k + 3 with positive real part and none with zero real part. The 
curves V, , n > 0, are asymptotic to the lines a + b = 0 and a - b = 0. The 
center-stable curve V,, meets the line a - b = 0 at a = l/r. 
3. BIFURCATION 
Let us consider the one-parameter delay equation 
3(t) = g@(t), x(t - T), a), (3.1) 
with F(B) = (a(a), b(a)), a(a) =g,(O, 0, cu), b(a) =g,(O, 0, a), a smooth curve 
in R2 for OL E (--a 0, a,,) and g(0, 0, a) = 0, the origin being an isolated equili- 
brium point. For OL = 0 we simply write a.(O) = a, b(0) = b. In a neighborhood 
of the origin we have g(x, y, a) = a(a) x + b(a) 3 + h(x, y, a) with h(x, y, a) = 
0(x2 + y2). 
Let %? be an arbitrary but fixed-center curve of the characteristic equation 
y = a + be-y’ and let us assume that I crosses transversally %’ at the point 
(a, b) for iy = 0. Then the Hopf bifurcation theorem [3] assures the existence 
of a family of periodic solutions x(t, a) of Eq. (3.1) with a. = (Y(E), --co < E < E,, , 
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such that x(t, 0) = 0 and the period T(cx(~)) being 2,/w + O(E), where iw (W > 0) 
is the eigenvalue on the imaginary axis. 
In order to determine the direction of bifurcation, we first scale (3.1) by 
x + EX, a - SOL so it takes the form 
Lt.(t) = ax(t) + bx(t - Y) + cF(x(t), x(l - Y), a, c) 
for a certain function F. Upon decomposing as in Section 2, we obtain 
e(t) = h(t) + ZP(O)F(@u(t) +yt , a, e) 
&Yt = AoYt + l Xoww) + Yt , % E), 
(3.2) 
where 
with B given by (2.12) and A, C, p by Lemma 1. 
In polar coordinates, Eq. (3.2) becomes for 01 = 0 
f = 2pc(A cos y + C sin y) h(<(r cos y + y,(O)), l (r cos(wr + j+) + yt( -r)), 0)/e” 
+=-co+ +- (--A sin y + C cos y) h/G 
j, = A,y, + EX,%/2 (3.3) 
with h as in the equation for the amplitude Y and u = col(r cos y, Y sin y). We 
expand h in Taylor series up to third-order terms and neglect second-order 
terms in y, Then the above equations become 
i = c~‘C,(y) + E~Y~C~(~) + eyG2(y)yt + O(c3) 
+ = --w + cyD,(y) + l b)yt + W2) (3.4) 
j, = Aoyt + ~“I@, 0) u2 + O(4, 
where the term in uy has also been neglected in the last equation. The functions 
Cj(r) and D&) are homogeneous polynomials of degree j in (cos y, sin y) and 
JO, 0) is a bilinear form in the u-space R2, taking values in the y-space Q. 
Let 
K=K*+K”* 
K* z & szr (G(Y) - C,(Y) ~3WIw) dr 
0 
1 K** =- 
s 2n w*(y) JO, 0) (~0s Y, sin Y) dy, 27r 0 
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where w*(y) is the unique 2n-periodic solution of the equation 
G2(Y) - w y + w*(y) A, = 0. (3.6) 
The results of Chow and Mallet-Paret [l] tell us that in Eq. (3.1) there is a 
unique periodic solution bifurcation from the origin either for 01 > 0 (when 
K < 0) or 01 < 0 (when K > 0). More precisely, in the original coordinates 
(u, y, a) with u = ( Y cos 19, Ysin 8) the solution has the form 
r(t, c) = Y. -+ O(2), Y,, = 1 K I-l/z 
qt, 6) = wt + O(E) 
y(t, c) = O(E2) 
T(C) = period of the solution = 2~r/w + O(c), 
b2X -2abX a2X 
b2Y -2abY + 2bwX a2Y - 2awX 
0 2wbY w2X - 2aYw 
0 0 w2Y 
and set 
where OL = -(sgn K) l 2. For details we refer to [l], Theorem 6.2. We shall 
now turn our attention to Eq. (3.3). The following lemmas will be useful for 
determining the direction of bifurcation. Let M(X, Y) be the 4 x 3 matrix 
1 (3.7) 
ch) = 5 (Al ~0s~ y + A2 ~0s~ y sin y + A, cos y sins y + A, sina y) 
D3(y) = 5 (Bl ~0s~ y + B2 cos2 y sin y + B, cos y sin2 y + B, sin3 7) 
c4(y) = 5 (Fl COST y + F, cos3 y sin y + F3 cos2 y sin2 y + F4 cos y sin3 y 
+ F5 sin4 y). 
LEMMA 2. For Eq. (3.3), with the notation of (3.4), we have 
K* = & [3(F, + Fij) + IF31 
-&[W, +A&4 +A& +A,& +A& +A,B, 
+ A,& + %%I, 
409/18/2~6 
(3.8) 




Fl = A[b3h,,,(0, 0,O) - 3b2ah,,,(0, 0,O) + 36a2h,,,(0, 0,O) - a3h,,,(0, 0,0)]/3 
F3 = bw[Aw - 2Ca] h,,,(O, 0,O) + b2~Ch,,,(0, 0,O) 
- aw(Aw - Ca) h,,,(O, 0,O) 
F5 = w3Ch,,,(0, 0,0)/3. (3.10) 
Proof. We expand h in Taylor series and we identify terms as in (3.4). There 
is no need to find F, , F4 for the associated terms will have zero mean value. 
Details are omitted. 
From (3.3) we obtain the bilinear functional 
J(0, 0) (cos Y, 5% yJ2 = &“A(r) 
y2(y) = [J1 cos2 y + J2 cos y sin y + J3 sin2 y]/2b2 (3.11) 
= [gle2iv + Ble-2iy + B2]/2b2, 
where 
J1 = b2h,,(0, 0,O) - 2abh,,(O, 0, 0) + a2h,,(0, 0, 0) 
J2 = 26wh,,(O, 0,O) - 2awh,,(O, 0,O) 
J3 = w2h,,(0, 0, 0) 
gl = (J1 - iJ2 - J3Y4, 992 = (J1 + J3)P 
The linear functional G,(y) is given by 
G,(y) 4 = 4 [~J,(Y) 4(O) + L,(Y) +(-y)17 (3.12) 
where 
H2(y) = H,, COG y + H,, cos y sin y + H23 sin2 y = zZIe2iy + &ye-2iv + -(s, 
L,(y) = L,, cos2 y + L,, cos y sin y + L,, sin2 y = V:le2iV + @Ie-2iv + V2 
with 
H21 = A(26h,,(O, 0,O) - ahzy(O, (40)) 
H,, = (~4 - aC) h&O, 0, 0) + 26Ch,,(O, 0,O) 
H23 = wi’h,,(O, 0, 0) 
4 = (H,, - iHz2 - ff2J/4, 4 = (43 + H2,)P 
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and 
L,, = A(bh,,(O, 0,O) - ~~,,(O, 0, 0)) 
L,, = bCh,,(O, 0,O) + (wA - UC) h,,(O, 0,O) 
L,, = wCh,,(O, 0, 0) 
Vl = (L,, - iL2, - -&)/4, g2 = W,l + L,JP 
LEMMA 3. With the same notation as above, we have 
K** = 4 Re[&$,(Ziw - Ao)-l X,0(0) + V’,g,(2iw - Ao)-’ X,0(-y)] 
- + [J312gzA$X0’(0) + &6&Y!2A;1X,,o( -r)]. (3.13) 
Proof. The unique 2n-periodic solution of the equation 
G,(y) + w*(r) A, = dw*ldy 
can be expressed as 
Thus 
w*(y) = i I‘ G2(y f s) e-AQ”w(e-znAQ’o - 1)-l ds. 
1 en 2n 
K** =- 
IS 2m-u 0 
G,(y + 4, E(sv .> ds 2%4 4 
0 
where 
E(s, 0) = e-Ap/w(e-2n A,/w - I)-’ X,‘J(l?). 
From (3.12) it follows that 
[H,(s + y) E(s, 0) + L,(s + Y) E(s, -)I c9&) ds 4. 
Using the complex notation for H2, F, and integrating with respect to y, then 
with respect to s, we obtain the result. 
LEMMA 4. Given Eq. (2.3), we let A, be the infinitesimalgenerator A restricted 
to the subspace Q. Then 
(2iw - A,)-’ X00(O) = (2iw - be-aiwr - a)-’ + 2p(C + 2iA)/3wb 
(2iw - A,)-* X00(-y) = e-2iw’(2& - be;ziwf’ _ a)-* 
- 2p[(2iaA + Ca) - (wA - 2iwC)]/3wb (3.14) 
A;lX,,O(O) = -2&/wb - (a + b)-’ 
A~*Xoo(-~) = 2p(wA + aC)/wb - (a + b)-‘. 
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Proof. To calculate 
we must solve 
4 = (2273 - A)--‘; p=o,w 
d&9 = w3W) - VW 
subject to the boundary condition 
$40) = 4(O) + W--r). 
The solution is easily obtained as 
$(8) = e2W$(0) - [ e2i~(e-%,h(s) d  
4(O) = (2ip - be-2i6T - u)-’ (1,4(o) + b /:T e-2i@(T+s)tJ(s) ds) . 
Using the relation X,,o = X0 - Xop, X,,” = @P(O) we obtain 
(2q3 - A&’ x,0 = (2$? - A)-’ x0 - (2i/9 - A)-’ x,p 
= (2q3 - A)-’ x0 - @(2$? - B) Y(0) 
because A restricted to the subspace P is represented by the matrix B given by 
(2.12). Evaluating for IJ = X0, Xap the lemma follows. 
We are now in situation of establishing the following results. 
THEOREM. Consider Eq. (3.1) with r( OL crossing transversally a center curve V, ) 
at (a, b) for 01 = 0. Let K be the constant given by (3.9, computed from Lemmas 
2-4. Assume K # 0. Then the bifurcating solution has the form x(t) = R cos wt + 
O(a), where 
R = ; 
I I 
112 c, a = -sgn(Kv) c2, v = Re y’(O). (3.15) 
COROLLARY. For the equation 
k(t) = b(x) x(t - r) + x(t)g(x(t - r), a) 
the constant of bifurcation is given by 1 
K = K* + K** = gg”(0) _ e (3wr + (-l)“+l), 
where w = (42 + Nr)/r for each nonnegative integer N. 
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Remarks. 1. The results for Wright’s equation obtained in [I] are easily 
derived from the corollary. 
2. The derivation of Lemma 3 by using Fourier series for G,(y) leads to the 
same results. 
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